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Abstract. This paper presents a new offline signature recognition system based on Modular Neural
Networks (MNN) and fuzzy inference system. The proposed MNN consists of three different modules, each
using different image features as input, these are: edge detection, curvelet transform, and the Hough
transform. The Mamdani fuzzy inference system is then used to combine the outputs from each of these
modules. The experimental results obtained by using a data base of 30 individuals’ signatures show that the
proposed modular architecture can achieve very high 96.6% recognition accuracy with a small test set of 60
images. Therefore, we can conclude that modular architectures and more specifically our proposed system
can provide a suitable platform to build a signature recognition system.
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1. Introduction
Developing biometric recognition systems for security and identity verification purposes is very active
area of research nowadays [1]. Such systems are usually looking for some human traits for the task of
recognition, which include a person’s fingerprint, their faces, voices, and also their handwriting traits [1].
Fingerprint and iris offer a very high level of certainty as to a person’s identity, while the others are less
exact. A large number of other techniques are currently being examined for suitability as identity
determinants. These include (but are not limited to) retina, gait (walking style), typing style, body odor,
signature, hand geometry, and DNA.
Among all biometric features, the handwritten signatures are one of the most popular and reliable ones.
They are also the primary mechanism both for authentication and authorization in legal transactions. So,
there are two main areas of research related to this matter including signature verification and signature
recognition. A signature verification system determines whether the signature is genuine or forger, while a
signature recognition system identifies the owner of the signature [2], [3].
There are two main methods for signature verification including on-line approaches and off-line ones. In
on-line methods, the sequential data such as handwriting and pen pressure is measured with a special device,
while in off-line methods an optical scanner is used to obtain handwriting data written on paper [2]-[4]. The
features that are extracted for off-line signature recognition can be categorized as global or local features.
Global features describe the signature as a whole such as signature height, image edges, Hough transform [3]
and Curvelet transform [5]. Local features are extracted at stroke and sunstroke [6], gradient and concavity
features [7].
In this paper, we present a handwritten signature recognition method by using Modular Neural Networks
(MNNs) with a Mamdani fuzzy inference system. We have chosen a MNN because they have proven to be a
powerful, robust, and flexible tool, useful in many pattern recognition problems [8], [9]. The proposed
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modular neural network in this work composed of three separate modules each of which gets a specific
feature of the signature image as their input which include image edges, Curvelet transform coefficients, and
the Hough transform matrix. This neural network will lead to very accurate discrimination of the input data
used in our experimental tests and also we have confirmed that this MNN system can solve a difficult
biometric recognition problem using a simple set of image features.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the modular neural networks, in
section 3, we explain about the curvelet and Hough transforms that are used in our recognition system and
Section 4 presents our proposed method which consists of preprocessing, feature extraction and classification
stages. The experimental results are given in section 5 and finally conclusions are gathered in section 6.

2. Modular Neural Networks
An artificial neural network (ANN), usually called neural network (NN), is a mathematical model or
computational model that is inspired by the structure and/or functional aspects of biological neural networks.
A neural network consists of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, and it processes information using
a connectionist approach to computation [15].
Artificial neural networks are divided into two main categories including monolithic networks and
modular ones. In canonical implementations, most systems employ a monolithic network in order to solve
the given task. However, when a system needs to process large amounts of data or when the problem is
highly complex, then it is not trivial, and sometimes unfeasible, to establish a good architecture and topology
for a single network that can solve the problem. In order to overcome some of the aforementioned
shortcomings of monolithic ANNs, many researchers have proposed modular approaches [10]. One of the
major benefits of a modular neural network is the ability to reduce a large, unwieldy neural network to
smaller, more manageable components. Other benefits of these networks are their efficiency, their lower
required training time and their robustness.
MNNs employ a parallel combination of several ANNs, and normally contain two main components: (1)
local experts; and (2) an integrating unit. Each module is consists of a single artificial neural network, and
each is considered to be an expert in a specific task. The outputs of these modules are then combined with
each other in some way after the input is given to them. The simplest form of integration is given by a gating
network, which basically switches between the outputs of the different modules based on simple criteria,
such as the maximum level of activation. However, a better combination of the response from each module
can be obtained using more elaborate methods of integration, such as the Mamdani fuzzy inference system.

3. Curvelet and Hough Transforms
Curvelets are a non-adaptive technique for multi-scale object representation. Being an extension of the
wavelet concept, they are becoming popular in similar fields, namely in image processing and scientific
computing [15]. Curvelets are an appropriate basis for representing images (or other functions) that are
smooth apart from singularities along smooth curves, where the curves have bounded curvature, i.e. where
objects in the image have a minimum length scale. This property holds for cartoons, geometrical diagrams,
and text. As one zooms in on such images, the edges they contain appear increasingly straight. Curvelets take
advantage of this property, by defining the higher resolution curvelets to be skinnier the lower resolution
curvelets. However, natural images (photographs) do not have this property; they have detail at every scale.
The Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used in image analysis, computer vision, and
digital image processing. The purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within a
certain class of shapes by a voting procedure. This voting procedure is carried out in a parameter space, from
which object candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is explicitly
constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough transform [15].
The classical Hough transform was concerned with the identification of lines in the image, but later the
Hough transform has been extended to identifying positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or
ellipses.
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In autom
mated analyssis of digitall images, a sub
s problem often arisess of detectingg simple shaapes, such ass
straight linees, circles orr ellipses. Inn many casess an edge deetector can be
b used as a pre-processsing stage too
obtain imagge points or image
i
pixels that are on the
t desired curve
c
in the image
i
space.. Due to imperfections inn
either the im
mage data or
o the edge detector,
d
how
wever, there may be misssing points or pixels on
n the desiredd
curves as well
w as spatiall deviations between the ideal line/ciircle/ellipse and
a the noisyy edge points as they aree
obtained froom the edge detector. Forr these reasoons, it is often
n non-triviall to group thee extracted edge
e
featuress
to an approopriate set of
o lines, circlles or ellipses. The purp
pose of the Hough transform is to address thiss
problem byy making it possible
p
to peerform grouppings of edge points intoo object canddidates by peerforming ann
explicit votiing procedurre over a set of parameterrized image objects.
o

4. Probllem Statem
ment and
d the Prop
posed Metthod
The prooblem we adddress in this paper is concerned with the automatiic recognition of a person
n’s signaturee
that is captuured on a paaper of size 460*792.
4
Wee have colleccted a set off signatures ffrom 30 diffferent peoplee
which have unique perssonal signatuures. Each peerson is asked to sign 9 different
d
sam
mples on the paper.
p
Then,,
these paperss are scannedd with a KON
NICA MINO
OLTA (bizhu
ub C253) scaanner to makke our data seet. Hence, a
total numbeer of 270 im
mages are coollected for our studies. The system
m is trained with 7 samp
ples of eachh
person’s siggnatures andd then it is teested by the remaining ones. It meanns that a totaal number off 210 imagess
are used forr training andd a number of
o 60 images for testing.
A new offline signaature recognnition system
m is proposed
d in this papper which coonsists of an
n MNN withh
s
preprocessing, ffeature extrraction, andd
three separrate modulees. Our sysstem involvves three stages:
classificatioon. All of thee images aree first clearedd from noisee and artifactts with somee preprocessing methodss
which are discussed
d
in more detailss in its specific section. Next,
N
each module
m
is givven as input the featuress
extracted with
w different feature extraaction methoods: edge dettection, curveelet transform
m, and Houg
gh transform..
The outputss of these modules are thhen combineed with each
h other usingg a Mamdanii fuzzy inferrence system
m
which deteermines the person to whom
w
the input
i
signatu
ure correspoonds. A genneral schem
matic of thiss
architecturee is shown inn Fig. 1, wherre all the details are clearrly shown.

F 1: Generaal Architecturee of the propoosed Modular Neural Netwoork for signatuure recognition
Fig.

4.1. Prepprocessing
The preeprocessing stage
s
is appliied to all scaanned imagess to remove the
t unwantedd noises or artifacts.
a
Thee
size of original signaturre images is 460*792. Fiirst of all, the images aree converted ffrom RGB sp
pace to grayy
scale. Next,, we obtain the
t regions of
o interest (R
ROI) for eacch image acccording to coolors. The ou
utput of thiss
process willl also be a binary
b
imagee. After thatt we have crreated a preddefined 2-D filter, we ap
pply it to alll
images. Finnally, we sellect the regiions of interrest from alll signature images.
i
Thiss technique is based onn
segmentatioon that can select
s
desiredd section of images and therefore thee result will be a data baase which iss
free of noisses and otherr unwanted data.
d
At the final step, we
w resize eacch image to 20% of its original
o
size..
This processs is done foor decreasingg the amount of data wh
hich will be delivered too each neurall network inn
future.

4.2. Featture Extracction
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In this work,
w
we em
mploy three individual
i
m
modules,
and each receivees different iimage featurres extractedd
from the original
o
imagge of a persson’s signatture. Each of
o these featture extractiion methodss are brieflyy
described next.
4.2.1. Edge Detection
For imaages of handw
written signaatures, the eddges can captture much off the overall structure preesent within,,
because peoople normallly write usinng a single color
c
on a white
w
backgroound. Thereffore, we hav
ve chosen too
apply Cannny edge detecctor to each image that generates a binary imagge of edge ppixels, see Fiig. 2. In thiss
figure we caan observe and
a appreciatte the processs of edge deetection as appplied to a particular sign
nature in thee
database. Thhe Canny alggorithm is addaptable to various
v
envirronments. Itss parameters allow it to be
b tailored too
recognition of edges of
o differing characteristtics depending on the particular
p
reequirements of a givenn
implementaation.

Fig. 2: (a) Original image of signaature (b) Imagge edges

4.2.2. Curvvelet Transfform
Candès and Donohho introduceed multiresoolution transsform, curveelet, that caan capture the
t
intrinsicc
geometricall structures such as smoooth contourrs in naturall images [5]. Curvelets can represen
nt a smoothh
contour with fewer cooefficients compared wiith waveletss proposed in [11]. Thhe curvelet transform
t
iss
mage into a series
s
of disjo
oint scales. Each
E
scale is then analyzed by meanss
implementeed by decompposing the im
of a local ridgelet traansform. Theerefore, curvvelet transfo
orm is based on multisscale ridgeleet transform
m
combined with
w a spatiall bandpass filltering operaation at differrent scales [112]-[14].
4.2.3. Hou
ugh Transforrm
In the third and final module we employy the Hough
h transform matrix
m
as ouur image feeatures. Thiss
c extract line
l
segmennts from the image. Aftter obtainingg a transform
mation matrrix from thee
transform can
original imaages, anotheer procedure is applied too this produ
uced matrix to
t extract the peaks of the
t signaturee
images. Thiis process deepends on ann important parameter
p
“th
hreshold”, which
w
is set tto its best po
ossible valuee
after conduccting some experiments.
e
The originaal signature image
i
and itss Hough trannsform are demonstrated
d
d
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: The Original imagge of signaturee and its Houggh transform

4.3. Classsification
When the
t outputs of each module is obtaained in the modular neeural networrk architectu
ure, the finall
decision whhich determiines the class of each innput signaturre image shoould be madee by the Ma
amdani fuzzyy
inference system.
s
Baseed on our several expperiments, th
he curvelet feature hass the highesst power inn
classificatioon of signatuures. So, wheen we have thhree different outputs from edge detection, curvellet transform
m
and Hough transform modules
m
we trrust on what is stated by curvelet
c
featuure module.
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One of the main stages in designing the fuzzy inference system is determining membership functions for
each of our three modules. For this purpose, we have considered 9 membership functions for each of our
three features, which are a total of 27 fuzzy rules. Furthermore, the general architecture of the proposed
modular neural network with Mamdani fuzzy inference system is demonstrated in Fig. 4.

5. Experimental Results
We divide our experiments into two separate tests in order to show the performance of our proposed
method for the problem of signature recognition:
•
•

First, we use each module as a monolithic ANN for signature recognition. Thus, we obtain three sets
of results, one for each module, where in each case a different feature extraction method is used.
Second, we apply our MNN using all three modules simultaneously and the Mamdani fuzzy integral
as our integration method.

In all tests 210 images were chosen randomly and used for training, and 60 images were used as a testing
set. Furthermore, after some preliminary runs it was determined that the best performance was achieved
when the ANNs of the modular architecture are all trained with the Scaled Conjugate Gradient (Trainscg)
algorithm, with a goal error of 1
006. Moreover, all networks had the same ANN architecture with two
hidden layers. In what follows, we present a detailed account of each of these experimental tests.

5.1. Monolithic ANNs
The best results for the first, second and the third monolithic ANN are summarized in TABLE I. The
table shows a feature type which identifies the feature which is used for the signature recognition task, the
total epochs required to achieve the goal error, the neurons in each hidden layer, and the total time required
for training. Recognition performance is demonstrated with the number of correct recognitions with the 60
testing images, and the corresponding accuracy score.

Fig. 4: General Architecture of the proposed MNN with Mamdani fuzzy inference system
TABLE I THE BEST RESULTS OBTAINED FOR MONOLITHIC ANNs VS. OUR MODULAR NEURAL
NETWORK
Feature Type
Epochs
Neurons
Time
Correct
Accuracy (%)
edge detection
142
100-80
00:00:44
50/60
83.3
curvelet transform
137
100-80
00:00:10
56/60
93.3
Hough transform
139
100-80
00:01:50
54/60
90
modular neural network
58/60
96.6

5.2. Modular Neural Network with Mamdani Fuzzy Integral
The experimental results in this section correspond to the complete MNN described in Fig. 1, and
TABLE I shows the best result obtained from applying the proposed modular system on the test images.
Furthermore, the accuracy of our approach can be seen in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Thee accuracy of estimations

6. Concllusions
In this paper, we proposed
p
a modular
m
systtem using ANNs
A
and thhree types off image feattures: edges,,
curvelet trannsform, and the Hough transform.
t
Inn this system
m, the responnses from eacch module arre combinedd
using a Mam
mdani fuzzy integral. Thhis kind of architecture is referred to as
a ensemble learning, wh
hich is a new
w
paradigm inn machine leearning topiccs. In order to
t test our system, we built
b
a data bbase of imag
ge signaturess
from 30 diffferent indivviduals. Our experimentss demonstratted that the proposed
p
arcchitecture caan achieve a
very high recognition
r
rate althouggh the trainiing set is not a big onne and thus the results confirm thee
usefulness of
o our propossed architectture.
In our tests, we havee confirmed that the moddular approacch always ouutperforms, w
with varying degrees, thee
w believe thhat if the reecognition problem is m
made more difficult,
d
thee
monolithic ANNs. Furtthermore, we
NNs.
modular arcchitecture wiill more clearrly show a beetter overall performancee than the moonolithic AN
Moreovver, our resullts also show
w that even with
w the nearrly simple im
mage featuress used in thiss work, eachh
of the ANN
N modules is indeed cappable of learrning very good
g
discrim
minating funcctions that can
c correctlyy
differentiatee between ouur set of imagge signaturess.
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